CULTURAL LEADER PROGRAMME
OPEN PROGRAMME - SEPT 2020

Who we are drives what we do.

Welcome to Culture
Creator
Culture Creator was built to serve the needs of organisations who aspire for cultural progression. We offer a fully tailored
service, tapping into all aspects of your organisation through an array of methods to drive authentic, cultural
development that delivers real results. We deliver this in full partnership with you. We are with you every step of the way
whether that's through our mentoring, coaching, custom workshops or in delivering open programmes to allow you to
lead the cultural agenda with our full support
Together we can make great places to work that benefit the business and the employee...

Cultural Leader Programme

There is a growing need for organisations to explore further who they are, the culture they have created and to align that to who they
want to be as an employer. By alighting the social conscious of organisations, we can assess the impact on the employee’s wellbeing
and how developing the right culture not only supports the employee but delivers bottom line impact.
This in an open programme that has been shaped to provide the learner with the theory behind cultural frameworks, the alignment of
culture with strategy, coupled with practical cultural diagnostics, an understanding of where you are and your target culture. By looking
at your business strategy and formal goals we can then ensure the culture, values, beliefs, and assumptions are built consciously to
support and drive the goals forward.
With a mix of delegates from differing organisations and industries you also get the luxury of exploring what others are doing. What
works in some businesses, not others and why?
Attendees: 16 Max
Cost - £2800 + Vat per delegate
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What's it all about!
Organisational culture impacts business performance and employee engagement. Long has there been the organisations who do
culture well and those that don’t. The pandemic has brought the behaviour of these organisations further to light, organisations have
been and will continue to be judged on how they treated their people.

Our Style
You Matter

Results Matter

There is a commercial and a humane reason to
culture and we will ensure that this is evidenced
through our work and our programmes so that you
can shout about its effectiveness and be proud of
what you have created for your employees

Blended learning solutions, because that's what
works. We facilitate discussion, we coach, we
support and we give you the tools for you to use.
You will learn from others as we will and that's what
makes this so damn effective

Pragmatic Solutions

Each step in the programme allows you to
implement back in the workplace. The group
coaching will allow you to showcase what worked,
what didn't and we will collectively solutionise so
that you are fully supported in the most innovative
way
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We are all about you. It's your business that matters
so our natural curiosity and desire to create great
places to work will ensure that everything you do is
right for your business

Your development

Delegate Journey
Programme runs September - December 2020
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Module One
Why Culture Matters – We always start with the why! What Culture is and its evolution within
organisations. The blockers to cultural and strategic alignment and the impact on both the
bottom line and mental health within the workplace.

Cultural by Design – What do you want the authentic culture of your organisation to be. How
to curate a culture that aligns and drives forward the strategy with purpose. What does it
look like and how will you know when you have it? Who needs to be involved? Demographics
and the needs of employees to shape a culture fitting for your business.
Values and their Value – Organisational values will be addressed. How aligned are your
values to the culture you have and the culture you want? Why values are the bedrock of
culture within your business and what needs to happen to ensure they are where they need
to be.
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Cultural Diagnostics - What is your culture, what are cultural indicators for your business
and how you can analyse your culture today. How you can understand the current cultures
intended and unintended effects. Development of an ongoing method of assessing cultural
performance along with your engagement results.

Module Two
Communications & Engagement – This will uncover the alignment needed to drive a culture
into the organisation. We challenge existing practices to see what is right for your business
and what considerations need to be made.
Leadership Principles – Does your target culture defines the leadership capability and
behaviours you need in your business. It will be an exploratory session to see what needs to
take place for the leaders of the business to drive the culture forward. Do current
development and hiring practices are giving you the ‘right cultural fit’.We review onboarding
and the acceleration of cultural adoper
Mergers & Acquisitions – Are you going through a M&A. Here we explore how you pull
together two cultures and acceleratebusiness performance by creating alignment
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Making it happen - Here we look at each element that needs to be considered for target
culture to be achieved. The employee lifecycle is broken down and case studies explored to
show how organisations have curated a culture through different means. What are the
blockers and enablers and influencing factors.
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III

What you get
Bringing consultancy in house...

How do I book on?
Contact www.culturecreator.co.uk to
reserve your space.

Fully supported programme
delivered by experts in the fields
Theory turned into practical solutions
121 coaching to enable you to drive
the culture forward
Group coaching on walls you might
hit
Diagnostic of current culture
Target culture design - A framework
Measurable outcomes
Sustainable cultural development
solutions
New ideas, New thinking
A support network - a new found
group of pals
Additional support solutions
available on request

Be a part of
Culture Creator
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